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UNBOUNDEDNESS, MULTIPLICITY, 
AND THE REGIONALIZATION

OF THE PERSIAN GULF

Arang Keshavarzian



The Persian Gulf is a relatively shallow body of water measuring 250,000 square kilometers, 
with elevated levels of salinity and high water temperatures. While these material features 
are uncontested, the Gulf’s many political attributes are not. Whether it is the battle over its 
nomenclature – Persian or Arab Gulf – or the nineteenth century contention that it was a “British 
lake”, or U.S. Secretary of Defense Casper Weinberger’s quip in 1981 that it is “the umbilical cord of 
the industrial free world”, for over a century policymakers and scholars have leveraged the Gulf to 
promote various local and global agendas. These projects range from justifying the British colonial 
presence in the Gulf until 1971, massive public and private investments by the United States since 
World War II, struggles for decolonization by various political movements, family strategies for 
upward mobility via migration, and regional rivalries between Iran, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia. 

What makes the Persian Gulf such a fraught space for so many decades and an object of imperial 
ambitions, national antagonism, and migratory hopes? By fraught I do not mean struggles over who 
is its rightful proprietor or disputes over a stable or true meaning of the Gulf.  Instead, I contend that 
roots of these struggles are in the multiple and competing ways that the Gulf has been regionalized 
through concrete social formations and abstract representations. The larger book project which 
is the basis for this presentation shows how standard narratives of the region contain a common 
contradiction, treating the Gulf as a boundary between empires, states, Muslim sects, and alliance 
blocs, yet insisting that it is a regional whole and abstract object that can and should be secured 
or contained. It is in this manner that the Persian Gulf region has “come to take on a real existence 
in our consciousness”, to use Adam Hanieh’s phrase from the workshop’s position paper; but the 
Gulf has also continuously been treated as vulnerable, with its borders constructed, eroded, and 
overlain by new forms of transnationalism – oceanic, imperial, international, and global. 

I examine how distinct Persian Gulf regionalisms have been articulated and reproduced over 
time and across geographic scales by tracing the ways in which the Gulf has been intimately 
connected by routes and sea-lanes to far flung places and dialogically integrated into international 
capitalism. With this lens, familiar depictions of the region recede—as a backwater of world 
history, an endemic zone of conflict, or an energy depot for expanding industrial capitalism. 
What comes into view is an argument that the multiple ways that the Persian Gulf has been 
regionalized is a spatial effect of political struggles and power emerging alongside these projects 
of regional space-making. 

The narrative arc of this project begins in the nineteenth century when the waterway bound 
coastlines into a littoral society. Meanwhile, the Persian Gulf was increasingly understood as an 
imperial frontier for British India and centralizing reforms of Qajar and Ottoman rulers. The new 
forms of territorialization generated by imperial entrenchment and reform sowed the seeds for 
the internationalization of the Gulf as a set of independent or British-protected nation-states.  
This was the staging ground for US hegemony and its enclosure of “the Gulf” as a vital node – 
“an umbilical cord” – in its world order. Finally, as early as the 1960s discourses and plans for 
transforming the Gulf into a logistics seam and investment zone for global capitalism developed 
and matured into discourses about the Global Gulf.
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Describing the Persian Gulf as “a region” evokes a sense of a place that has unity, coherence, and 
boundedness. While its exact borders may be debated and what areas are included in it may be 
contested, naming it a region abstracts and converts a social world into something that is taken for 
granted. Treating the Gulf region as a pre-social object paves the way for it to be possessed, 
monitored, and compared with other regions or territorial forms, such as nation-states or the global. 
Simultaneously, the Persian or Arabian Gulf or simply “the Gulf,” conjures up an image of insecurity, 
instability, conflict, disorder, and competition. Some of the best works on the topic foreground this 
in their titles -- Insecure Gulf: the End of Certainty and the Transition to the Post-Oil Era; Troubled 
Waters: Insecurity in the Persian Gulf; and The Unstable Gulf: Threats from Within.1 Even if these titles 
were suggested by marketing departments, the substance of much of what is considered the politics 
of the Gulf is concentrated on evaluating its “security architecture,” identifying how “security 
dilemmas” unleash vicious dynamics between rival states, and determining where threats to 
security lay and if they are domestic or international, internal or external, objective or subjective, 
military, economic, human, or ideational. Politics takes place in, on, and over the Gulf, but the region 
itself is a ready-made object and an empty space between peoples or states.

In the rush to address these concerns and devise ways to bring order and stability to the region, 
skipped over are questions about how this body of water and its abutting lands came to be 
constituted as a region and what implications do particular understandings of region and 
regionalism have for the Persian Gulf as a concrete social formation. How can it be both a regional 
whole and a fractured and conflict-ridden? In what ways and by whom has it been regionalized in 
the past two centuries? What is meant by the Gulf region being a “subregion” of the Middle East 
or a “world region” that occupies the minds of policymakers, urban planners, people making plans 
to migrate, university deans defining hiring priorities, and patrons of think tanks located in North 
America, Europe, or East Asia?

The answers to these sorts of questions lays in grappling with conceptual and historical multiplicity.2 
On the one hand, there are alternative conceptualizations of regions. A central thrust of human or 
social geography, including critical geopolitics, has been to move beyond abstraction by introducing 
relationality and considering alternative modes of territoriality as means to delineate the origins, 
inventions, and trajectories of spatial forms. On the other hand, the history of the Persian Gulf 
demonstrates that its regionalism shapes and was shaped by social processes ranging from 
empire-building, nation-state formation, infrastructural investments, and urbanism. The ensuing 
contradictions, frictions, and inequalities between these alternative regionalisms cannot easily be 
avoided or flattened out. They linger and are sedimented in foundations of the present and 
horizons of the future. Hence, Gulf politics is not solely about security or stabilization; it is about 
frustrated aspirations, jagged edges, porous boundaries, and layered histories. While aspiring to 
turn the Gulf region into well-ordered nationalist, imperial, or globalized spaces, these political 
projects inevitably have generated tensions and illustrate what Greg Grandin calls “the absurdity 
of human efforts to force the concrete to conform to the abstract.”3 

***

In 1938, the influential geopolitical thinker Nicholas Spykman concluded, “Geography does not 
argue; it just is.”4 As first glance, discussions about the Persian Gulf appear to contradict this claim. 
Simply uttering its name can raise temperatures in conference halls or generate endless social 
media indignation about the nomenclature -- the Persian Gulf, Arabian Gulf, or the pragmatic dodge 
of “the Gulf.”5 States have not refrained from these naming duels and tried to lead them by affixing 
their prefered name on highways, bank notes, and football leagues to curry favor as well as deflect 
nationalist fervor away from themselves. These battles are the product of competition and 
insecurities enmeshed with contemporary geopolitics, nationalist zeal, sectarian strife, and the 



polemical nature of discourse in the age of the internet. They also have histories. The push and pull 
of the “Arabian Gulf” can be traced back to the 1950s when it was increasingly adopted by Arab 
nationalists and Marxists, as much to challenge British colonialism as to critique Iranian chauvinism. 
Hurled by Egyptians, Iraqis, and others, the term denounced Pahlavi Iran’s alliance with Western 
powers as well as Gulf Arab Shaykhs’ “collaboration” with empire and unwillingness to join the 
reawakened Arab nation. The desire for Arab solidarity extended to demands for redistributing 
revenues earned from subsoil treasures, or “Arab oil.” This twin Arab-Iranian and intra-Arab rivalry 
was provoked by alternative formulations conjured by supporters and detractors of European 
imperialism. Meanwhile in the 1920s Iranian officials expressed concern that their Gulf had become 
a “British Lake,”6 a Lebanese-American political activist traveled to the Arabian Peninsula had 
concluded, “The Gulf should be renamed: it is neither Persian nor Arabian, it is British.”7 Several 
decades later, at least one historian extended “the British Lake” to describe the entire Indian Ocean 
and the “wide arc of territories” built in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.8 Amidst this 
desire to valorize the Gulf’s importance was the quip made by the British Foreign Minister that 
George Curzon, the Late Victorian champion of British imperial expansion into the Gulf, was 
“prancing around the Persian Puddle.”9 

These battles over the proprietorship of the Gulf index a particular understanding of space, scale, 
and time, and ultimately the contours and content of it being a region. They do this by assuming 
that “the Gulf” exists prior to society and politics and as something that can be treated a given. 
Discussion of the region telegraph a view of space as fixed, homogenous, and natural. The Gulf is 
rendered as a frictionless surface easily traversed, or a whole territorial object ready to be captured; 
a compelling expression of what Henri Lefebvre described as capitalism’s propensity to make 
“Space…the principle stake of goal-directed actions and struggles.”10 Such a formulation encourages 
a view of the Strait of Hormuz as a chokepoint rather than a gateway, and the coastline as a barrier 
rather than a porous membrane. Thinking about the waterway in this fashion “evokes the image of 
something physical and external to social context and to social action, a part of the ‘environment,’ 
a context for society – its container – rather than a structure created by society.”11 Depicting the 
Gulf as the domain of Persians, Arabs, the British, or the global implies that it can be encompassed 
by a single geographic scale. It is either a national space and an extricable part of the Persian or 
Arab nation, or it is defined as a place of imperial domination or international capitalism on a 
geographic scale “above” the national or “beyond” the particular. Warring definitions of the Gulf 
also rest on a premise of a timeless essence, or else a seamless linear trajectory from a local body 
of water to a British lake to a US-protected global lifeline. In 1981, when the U.S. Secretary of 
Defense Casper Weinberger sought additional military funding from Congress, he claimed that 
“the umbilical cord of the industrialized free world [that] runs through the Strait of Hormuz into the 
Arabian Gulf and the nations which surround it.”12 If empires and global hegemons conceive of 
history as a calling to fulfill their great-power destiny, for Persian and Arab nationalists history is 
something to escape and purify, not revisit or democratize. 

Yet, ultimately, these prevailing representations of what the Gulf is and what it signifies all assume 
a regional singularity, if not unity.13 Implicit but often quite explicit in this perspective is that 
whoever has the upper hand over this quasi-inland sea has access to and dominance over its littoral, 
the surrounding hinterlands, and an entire world region. For colonial officers at the turn of the 20th 
century this was critical for empire and civilization. By the time the US Secretary of State addressed 
the Congress, the stakes had swelled into “the industrialized free world” and today it would be “the 
global economy.” Practitioners and observers have come to know and grasp the Gulf region as a 
single geographic object that “just is.”

***



Discussions about the true meaning of the Persian Gulf, let alone decide who is its rightful 
proprietor, send us astray. The relationship between geography and politics is not deterministic, 
unmediated, or permanent. “Geography,” Gearóid Ó Tuathail reminds us, “is not a product of 
nature, but a product of histories of struggle between competing authorities over the power to 
organize, occupy, and administer space.”14 What if we think of the Gulf as a space that did not exist 
as a ready-made object or self-contained passive stage? What if we shift our perspective away 
from the position of a detached observer strategizing for territorial control or national honor, and 
instead surveil wide-scale circulations of people and things across distance? By recalibrating our 
lens away from actions in the region, or claims on it, we can consider the social arrangements 
involved in living, working, and charting that produce the Gulf as a social space, “not a formless 
void between societies but rather a unique and specifically constricted space within societies.”15 
We are confronted by seafarers, guest workers, rulers, smugglers, engineers, planners, pilgrims, 
tourists, investors, and pundits, who do not conceive and measure distance in the same way or 
adhere to a bounded regional unit. They do not simply move across or espouse discourses on the 
Gulf, but through their labors, speculations, plans, and mapping they have produced the Gulf as 
multiple, shifting, and sometimes competing, social spaces over the past century. Through their 
actions and aspirations, they conquered distance in multiple ways, leaving in their wake a well-
trodden, uneven, terrain connected to an array of places. Besides being a locus and medium for 
politics, the Gulf is an outcome of it.16 This is not captured by notions of the Persian Gulf as merely 
fused to a nation or a by-product of capitalist imperialism. 

If regions are never hermetically sealed then the challenge is to trace vectors of social relations 
across space and through highly porous borders. Regions are extroverted spatial instantiations of 
accumulating wealth and political control that depend as much on what happens “outside” of 
them as “inside” of them. One implication of this is that the regional scale is yoked into other 
scales, rather than being a positioned as one of several self-contained units hierarchically ordered 
from the global down to national and local. The regional is jointly formed and co-constituted with 
the urban, national, international, and global. This emphasis on relational as opposed to abstract 
space makes us alive to the concrete historical processes and their dialogical relationship to the 
Persian Gulf.17 In other words, this relational approach challenges essentialized understandings of 
regions by underscoring dynamism, rather than an internalized history over-emphasize continuity, 
even stasis. By holding onto an unbounded approach to region, we are better able to critically 
engage with discourses differentiating between the local or authentic members of the region from 
those elements that are marked as foreign, invasive, and temporary. Process-driven and non-
bounded, regions are plural; the Gulf shape-shifts depending on what slice of time we observe it, 
but also where one stands. By emphasizing the unevenness and differentiated qualities of I mean 
three things: hierarchies and boundaries still matter and various forms of bordering take place to 
regulate movement and situate (or emplace) people and things; people experience the Gulf, its 
regionalism and its relationships to empire, globalization, capitalism, and the nation differently 
depending on where they are situated physically and socially; different locations and polities in 
the Gulf respond to the same historical events and outside forces differently. Social relationships 
and territorialities (including borders) come together as a “power geometry,” the term coined by 
Doreen Massey, to describe how discrete places are tethered to one another in highly unequal and 
sometimes unilateral ways, while other places are left in shadows, as they are skipped over by 
capital and overlooked or held at bay by political authorities.18 While networks may facilitate 
movement, the way they coalesce into nodes generates friction, even blockages. 

Once we approach “the Gulf” as a product of relationships, we can unearth alternative 
regionalizations across a broader historical arc. The Persian Gulf went from a periphery of empire 
to a frontier of capitalism; from a border between nation-states to a central seam of globalization 
efforts. Beginning in the late nineteenth a geopoliticized Persian Gulf emerged and continues to 



haunt the way the region is discussed today. Articulated by naval theorists and statesmen who 
faced resistance and competition in the colonies and doubts and criticism at home, geopolitical 
thought cohered as a social-Darwinist science for national survival and geographic expansion. 
New cartographic technologies provided tools for demarcating territories, while steam power, 
coal depots, and telegraph lines enhanced the requirements of fixing capital and securing nodes 
to traverse distance. To underscore how pivotal the Gulf was for empire and internationalizing 
capitalism, the Euro-centric notion of “the Middle East” was coined to name a frontier zone, which 
was initially centered on the Persian Gulf, Gulf of Oman, Iranian plateau, and Arabian Peninsula. 
This regional form did not completely displace a “littoral society,” which over several generations 
drew coastlines of the Gulf and Western Indian Ocean together through monsoon winds, kinship, 
credit, commerce, bonded labor, and law.19 British colonial administration, commercial activities, 
and extractive economies (e.g. dates, pearls, and oil) were even dependent on these pre-existing 
trans-local mercantile families and notions of “shaikhly authority.” 

After World War I, imperialism bled into internationalism in the shape of treaties, protectorates, 
and mandates to articulate compromised notions of sovereign territoriality. Decolonization of the 
Gulf was hollowed out an agenda to handcuff self-government by tutelage and persevering the 
sanctity of contracts held by oil companies. Mid-century inter-state rivalries, meanwhile, were 
regulated through hierarchically ordered partnerships led by the US government and firms to 
make the region an anchor of the Cold War and global capitalism. In the 1970s increases in oil 
revenues ratcheted up the scale of bonded labor and Fortune 500 firms of all sorts destined for 
the Gulf. “Guest workers” or “Gulf-goers” (khaleej boro)20 followed historic pathways as well as 
new “sending nations” with a mixture of dreams and debts. Their place in the Gulf was meant to 
be temporary with them returning after making their lot. The precarity of these workers, while 
mediated by social class and ethnicity, was maintained by legal force and economic compulsion at 
home and by boom-bust cycles in the Arabian Peninsula. With surpluses accrued from exploiting 
energy reserves and labor, state treasuries and large holding companies were vehicles to implicate 
the Gulf in global financial markets.21 Branding campaigns developed around “Gulf cities” and 
economic zones laud the region as home to spectacular built-spaces for global circulation, localized 
opportunities for capital accumulation, and a future horizon for all mankind. In this sense, 
regionalisms, like globalism, are part of the texture of everyday life, as much as structured vehicle 
operating from “the outside” 

These distinct histories of Gulf regionalism do not encompass the entirety of “the Gulf,” but rather 
are a scaffolding -- evolving and permeable-- fashioned out of networked spatial practices, which 
foreground some places at the expense of others. The history of the Gulf illustrates the importance 
of maintaining an open sense of place and region, one which allows for “the coming together of 
the previously unrelated, a constellation of processes rather than a thing. This place as open and 
as internally multiple….Not intrinsically coherent.”22

The internal multiplicity, which is foregrounded by unbounding the Persian Gulf, has methodological 
implications for the study of the Gulf. As with approaches that challenge methodological 
nationalism, by de-naturalizing the Gulf we plow beyond the nativist discourses that prevail in the 
official rhetoric of littoral states and the Orientalizing strands of Western analysis to question the 
hard boundary drawn between “nationals” and “foreigners.” The idea of a bounded, coherent, and 
stable region renders foreigners as inauthentic, temporary, and a threat. Built into these approaches 
is a methodological bias towards citizens (or khalijis) and against “mere interlopers” by way of 
obscuring hierarchies and maintaining analytical boundaries between the categories people. 
Relational approaches enable us to fold these dualities into a single framework and observe how 
regionalism is manifest and enacted along multiple scales, including the built environment of 
cities, labor markets, and the circulation of human bodies. 



This conception of region is not an antithesis to territorial views of region. In fact, relationality and 
territoriality are complimentary and capture the struggle and tension between de-territorialization 
and re-territorialization and how space becomes less and more saliant. Capitalism intensifies 
interdependencies across places and compresses distances to enhance commodification and 
circulation. On the other hand, struggles for accumulation reconfigure and manufacture other 
forms of territorial organization at multiple scales (e.g. subnational, and supranational). 
Territoriality is the means by which circulation is regulated and differential inclusion is exercised 
by governments, municipalities, empires, port administrators, and firms enjoying concessionary 
agreements.23 Borders matter not just because they exclude or impair movement, but because 
they function like a membrane that facilities the crossing of some objects and the repelling of 
others. This boundary work does not happen just at the edges of demarcated regions or states, but 
can and does occur within them to manage populations and create rents. Finally, the combination 
of geographic imaginary and imaginative geographies,24 such as the Gulf being cosmopolitan, 
unstable, or vital, ascribes meanings to landscapes, orders people hierarchically, and justifies 
particular forms of governance (e.g. colonialism, authoritarianism, corporate rule). These 
projections are deployed to varying degrees of success and failure by rulers, firms, revolutionaries, 
bureaucrats, urban planners, migrants, smugglers, and others to make the Gulf more or less porous, 
expansive, hierarchical, imperial, national, or global.

 
***

Remembering Persian Gulf history through a relational lens clarifies how its regional form is a 
spatial effect. What are have today is a consequence of decades of multiple and intersecting 
attempts to create it as an abstract and homogenous geographic unit or tightly bound regime. 
These very attempts at ordering of the region have entailed fracturing, fragmentation, and 
bordering which both cleaves people and places apart from one another and create concrete 
dependencies and alliances that do not comport to narrow definitions. The Gulf emerges as a 
contested arena caught up in the colliding currents of the past two centuries. Regions, therefore, 
are places that are best examined as outward-facing and dialogically made by webs of social 
relations and unfolding processes that make territory both more and less significant. Territory is 
made more significant in the sense that it shifts over-time and depending on different authorities, 
while less significant in that it is not autonomous from social practices and nation-state territoriality 
is not the only relevant scale.

Advocating a relational approach to space has implications for how we discuss regionalism 
within the Middle East. The Gulf region can be approached as a part of or a sub-region of the 
broader Middle East. A tendency that renders the Gulf as epiphenomenal or a case-study of 
broader trends. Recent scholarship on the region has challenged this by tracing the distinct 
pathways of the Gulf and how it has been constitutive, and not just reflective, of the histories of 
other places and patterns. At the same time, I am pushing back against a more conventional 
wisdom that focuses on the particularities of the Gulf separating it from the rest of Middle East 
or Arab World: petroleum industry, demographics, political sociology of tribalism, international 
relations, or sectarian politics. 

Instead, an extroverted approach explores how, like all regions, the Gulf is made by channeled 
circulations: ideas (e.g. Arab nationalism, Islamism, urban design), peoples (e.g. migrants, 
dissidents), commodities, and financial investments. These are not simply “flows,” “waves,” and 
“transmissions,” and we must be weary of hydraulic metaphors insinuating self-propelled and 
flattening motion, but insist on mobility being friction-laden, reversible, and organized. While this 
approach is sometimes conceived of as re-centering the Middle East on the Gulf, this is only correct 
if we begin with an already existing Gulf. Re-centering on the Gulf, has its own tendency to assume 



a readymade region that “just is.” If particularizing approaches offer tribalism, oil, and monarchy 
in the Gulf as segregating it from some broader MENA essence, this newer geography reifies it as 
a newly influential sub-region that’s similarly evident and coherent; and one that is projected to 
have influence globally as a space of high-end consumerist cosmopolitanism, great power alliances, 
and business-friendly environment. The bulk of scholars have correctly moved beyond the former 
view because of the racializing logic contained in discussion of “tribes with flags” held by Western 
commentators, Iranian nationalists, and a healthy strand of Arab nationalists from the Arab “core.” 
The second Gulf-centered approach also easily adopts the imaginative geography of an enclosed 
space, but one that excises Iran, Iraq, and Yemen and classifies swaths of “guest workers” as 
external threats, while recasting the region as protected by modernizing monarchs partnering 
with US military muscle. A relational view of the Persian Gulf brings together what are often kept 
apart by distinct literatures, think tanks, military bases, immigration regimes, and popular 
understandings: the Gulf today is yes a place marked by the US-Saudi-UAE vs. Iran rivalry, but also 
is an uneven and extroverted arena of layered history, points of connectivity, and spaces on 
multiplicity. It is less about centering the Middle East on the Gulf as opening both regions as social 
worlds and boundless possibilities. 
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